What is Social Studies Quiz

Write the letter that best defines each word.

1.)____ Social Studies  A.) the shared attitudes, beliefs, customs, traditions, art, and achievement of a group of people that is passed on to the next generation.

2.)____ History  B.) how people get goods and services.

3.)____ Geography  C.) the study of history, geography, economics, government, society, and culture.

4.)____ Economics  D.) group or groups of people who form an association for their mutual benefit and protection.

5.)____ Government  E.) the study and interpretation of the human story since the invention of writing.

6.)____ Culture  F.) the study of the physical and cultural features of an area.

7.)____ Society  G.) deals with the method by which humans create order, stability, and justice.

8.) Identify the six aspects that make a society a civilization:

   a.)_______________________________________________________________

   b.)_______________________________________________________________

   c.)_______________________________________________________________

   d.)_______________________________________________________________

   e.)_______________________________________________________________

   f.) _______________________________________________________________

Extra Credit: Explain the difference between history and prehistory. (Answer on back)